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Scheduled Implosions Statement

For the past decade, I have created artwork about war. Whether I 
photograph an American Revolutionary War site or contemplate 
how photography mediates my understanding, as an American 
civilian, of recent events in Iraq and Afghanistan, I consider how 
images of war shape our psyche and our history. In my recent 
work, I have abandoned battle sites all together and, instead, 
consider how images of violence and war permeate our fantasies 
and imaginations.

In my photographic series Scheduled Implosions (2014–present), 
I consider the temporality of our constructed landscape by 
photographing media coverage of building demolitions. For this 
series, I use a medium-format camera and instant film to shoot 
still images of news coverage of building demolitions found on 
the internet. I employ long exposures in order to make visible 
the tensions between the still and moving pictures. My new 
images offer ghostly visions of a collapsing world and point to 
our collective fascination with violence. They also allude to recent 
political events, such as the failure of Wall Street, the recent 
housing crash, and international conflict and war.

In addition, I have been altering the code of jpeg images to 
intentionally corrupt files of architectural plans. The digital 
corruption renders each plan useless and anticipates the 
inevitable collapse of each structure. These new images point 
to the impermanence of our world and the corruptibility of the 
images we create about it.



Scheduled Implosion (Artist Book)
8 x 10 inch limitted Edition Artist Book
Printed by Conveyor Arts, Hand Stitched, Edition of 30
2016



Scheduled Implosion 1 (Governor’s Island, New York, NY)
variable sized projection/18 x 20 inch print
2014



Scheduled Implosion (Spectators 1)
variable sized projection
2014
Scheduled Implosion (Spectators 1)



Scheduled Implosion 5 (Houston, Texas)
variable sized projection
2014



Scheduled Implosion 3 (Chula Vista, California)
variable sized projection
2014



Corrupted Floor Plan 1 (Department Store)
18.75 x 30 inch print on vellum
2015



Battlegrounds Project Statement

My work examines war and history. Whether I  
re-imagine a historic battle or photograph a contemporary 
war artifact, my interest lies in exposing the ambiguity of 
photographic meaning and the problems with  
how history gets told.

Our national identity is shaped by warfare. We build myths, 
histories and fantasies around war. We celebrate it; we mourn 
it, and we try to comprehend it. Often American civilians look 
at photographs of wars fought overseas to better understand 
conflict, to see in the still imagery the gritty reality of violence. 
Sometimes, however, photography fails to provide us with a clear 
vision of war. Instead, it reminds us of the distance between 
safety and conflict. Despite the medium’s shortcomings, it is still 
important to look at war.

In my photographic series Battlegrounds, I depict the 
iconography of war. I also consider how my own understanding 
of war (as an American civilian) is mediated through images. 
Thus, I re-photograph preexisting pictures of battlegrounds 
in order to show how the material elements of a photograph 
influence my perception. The war I see is empty, dislocated, and 
hazy. These images offer a fragile vision of human experience and 
damaged landscape.



Iraqi War Helmet (found in Fallujeah)
from the series Battlegrounds
16.5 x 16.5 inches, inkjet print
2011



Battlefield 2 (History of Photography Lecture 5, After Capa, Spain)
from the series Battlegrounds
12.5 x 12.5 inches, inkjet print
2011



Battlefield 3 (Benday Dots, Afghanistan)
from the series Battlegrounds
12.5 x 12.5 inches, inkjet print
2011



Fired Bullets
from the series Battlegrounds
12.5 x 12.5 inches, inkjet print
2011



Trigger Finger Mitten
from the series Battlegrounds
12.5 x 12.5 inches, inkjet print
2011



Corrupted Floor Plan 1 (Department Store)
18.75 x 30 inch print on vellum
2015



Battlegrounds Installation View
A.I.R. Gallery, Brooklyn, New York
120 x 16.5 inches, six inkjet prints
2013



Battle of Monmouth Project Statement

The photographic artist book, The Battle of Monmouth, pictures 
a Revolutionary War site located outside of Freehold, New Jersey. 
Today the Battle of Monmouth exists in fragments; excavated 
bullets, cloudy horizon lines, and illegible texts mark the conflict. 
The Monmouth book does not attempt to retell a single historic 
narrative. Instead, It presents a collection of image fragments 
that suggest the limits and possibilities of historic meaning. As an 
artist, I am interested in how we can begin to imagine a war that 
pre-dates the invention of photography.



Battle of Monmouth Pamphlet (precursor to the final book)
from the series Battle of Monmouth
6.5 x 8 inches, digital booklet
2007



Monmouth Installation View
Visual Arts Gallery
16 x 64 inches, Three Digital C-Prints, 500 editioned digital booklets
2007



Spotswood South Brook
from the series Battle of Monmouth
16 x 20 inches, digital c-print
2007



Extraction, Branches
from the series Battle of Monmouth
16 x 20 inches, digital c-print
2007



Sir Henry Clinton
from the series Battle of Monmouth
16 x 20 inches, digital c-print
2007



General George Washington and Molly Pitcher at Monmouth
from the series Battle of Monmouth
16 x 20 inches, digital c-print
2007



Replica, Flintlock Pistol on Cream
from the series Battle of Monmouth
16 x 20 inches, digital c-print
2007


